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Through dramatic changes in policy and practice under the Trump administration, USCIS has
increasingly shifted its focus toward immigration enforcement, contravening Congress’s intent
that it function as a service-oriented immigration benefits agency. During the past two years
USCIS has:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acted in concert with ICE to carry out deportation “traps.”
Stripped the phrase “nation of immigrants,” as well as the reference to applicants and
petitioners as “customers,” from the agency’s mission statement.
Imposed a “Notice to Appear” policy that threatens to profoundly escalate the number
of denied applicants and petitioners placed into deportation proceedings.
Issued a memorandum authorizing adjudicators to deny certain cases without first
allowing applicants the opportunity to provide additional supporting evidence.
Unveiled guidance enhancing the likelihood that foreign students and exchange
visitors could face long-term bans on re-entering the United States.
Compounded crisis-level case processing delays that often result in applicants’ loss of
legal immigration status.
Requested the transfer of over $200 million in applicant and petitioner fees out of
USCIS into ICE for, among other purposes, the hiring of over 300 ICE enforcement
officers.

By prioritizing enforcement over adjudication, these seven actions undermine the legal
immigration system that the agency exists to administer. This policy brief examines how each of
them, in defiance of congressional will, contributes to USCIS’s ongoing transformation from a
benefits service into another immigration enforcement arm.
Background
Congress established USCIS to separate the government’s immigration benefits services from its
immigration enforcement components. Prior to the creation of the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS), the government housed those two functions under a single agency—legacy
Immigration and Naturalization Service (legacy INS). For years, both the legislative and
executive branches criticized this consolidation as inefficient and counterproductive. In 2002, the
Congressional Research Service observed that there “appeared to be a consensus among
interested parties that the former INS’s two main functions — service and enforcement —
needed to be separated.”1
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Congress achieved this division with the passage of the Homeland Security Act of 2002, signed
into law by President George W. Bush. The Act abolished INS, vesting many of its
responsibilities in newly established agencies including the Bureau of Citizenship and
Immigration Services—later renamed USCIS.2 Adjudication functions were transferred from
legacy INS to USCIS; enforcement functions to what ultimately became Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) and Customs and Border Protection (CBP). In its official materials
USCIS recognizes Congress’s intent that it function as a benefits service rather than an
enforcement arm:
We were formed to enhance the security and improve the efficiency of national
immigration services by exclusively focusing on the administration of benefit
applications. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and Customs and Border
Protection (CBP), components within DHS, handle immigration enforcement and border
security functions (emphasis added).3
Yet under the Trump administration, USCIS has acted contrary to its acknowledged statutory
mission by increasingly prioritizing enforcement over service-oriented adjudication. The policy
changes described below demonstrate the agency’s systematic deviation from Congress’s vision.
1. USCIS has acted in concert with ICE to carry out deportation “traps.”
Under the Trump administration, USCIS, in concert with ICE, has staged deportation “traps” of
numerous noncitizens who adhered to USCIS’s own regulations for lawfully obtaining
immigration benefits. In 2016, USCIS adopted a rule allowing certain undocumented individuals
who had previously received final deportation orders to obtain legal immigration status through a
“provisional waiver” process.4 The filing with USCIS of a Form I-130, Petition for Alien
Relative, by the noncitizen’s spouse often marks the first step toward obtaining that waiver.
However, litigation initiated in 2018 by the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) revealed
that USCIS and ICE recently and repeatedly turned this benefits process into what ACLU has
deemed a “trap.”5
That year, ICE executed a series of arrests of noncitizens with final deportation orders who, in
conformity with the 2016 regulations, were attending I-130 interviews with their spouses at
USCIS offices. USCIS regularly sent ICE lists of such I-130 beneficiaries, scheduled the I-130
interviews at ICE’s convenience, and in certain cases alerted ICE to the noncitizens’ arrival at
USCIS interview sites and provided updates on the progress of the interviews.6 Altogether, as
ACLU observes, USCIS “did not appear to schedule or conduct interviews in furtherance of
adjudication, but instead in order to facilitate enforcement and deprive the applicant of the
benefit of the process.” In some instances, the traps resulted in the immediate detention of
noncitizen spouses and the separation of their families.7
These actions do not reflect an agency “exclusively focusing on the administration of benefit
applications.”8 Rather, USCIS’s conversion of an immigration benefit process it established in
2016 into an enforcement tool in 2018 represents the agency’s broader, ongoing transformation
from a benefits service into a third DHS enforcement arm.
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2. USCIS stripped the phrase “nation of immigrants,” as well as the reference to
applicants and petitioners as “customers,” from the agency’s mission statement.
In February 2018, USCIS devised a new mission statement that broadcast the agency’s shift
away from service-oriented case processing. The revised language omits the prior version’s
recognition of the United States as a “nation of immigrants” as well as a reference to applicants
and petitioners as “customers.”9 The elimination of this language is inconsistent with Congress’s
creation of a DHS component expressly dedicated to providing “immigration and citizenship
services.” An anonymous government official suggested that the revised version harkens back to
an era when service and enforcement functions were bound together in a single
counterproductive agency:
“The change from INS to USCIS, the official said, was in part rooted in an effort
‘to move away from that image where people were afraid of us. We wanted
people to feel comfortable with coming to us and know that they could get a fair
hearing — that we were different from ICE and CBP…this is a step backwards.’”
The new mission statement, then, both reflects and conveys a thinning line between USCIS on
the one hand and ICE and CBP on the other. In its rhetoric, as in its policy, the agency is
deemphasizing the service-oriented adjudications at the core of its congressional mandate.
3. USCIS imposed a “Notice to Appear” policy that threatens to dramatically escalate the
number of denied applicants and petitioners placed into deportation proceedings.
In June 2018, USCIS announced a policy that widely expands the circumstances under which it
can issue a “Notice to Appear” (NTA)—the document initiating deportation proceedings.
Critically, USCIS may now issue NTAs if applicants or petitioners are not “lawfully present” in
the United States at the time their applications or petitions are denied. This shift could result in
the deportation of far more applicants and petitioners than under prior guidance.
While the agency has long had the authority to issue NTAs, traditionally USCIS has limited the
exercise of that authority in keeping with its statutory mission as a benefits service. In fact,
USCIS has opted to refer certain cases to ICE, leaving the determination of whether to initiate
deportation proceedings to the latter agency. USCIS notes that its new NTA policy will decrease
these referrals because, “…[i]nstead of referring cases to ICE so they can issue the NTA, we
will, upon full implementation of the new NTA PM [policy memorandum], and for categories of
cases expressly laid out in the NTA PM…issue NTAs directly under the updated NTA PM.”10
As concluded by the Catholic Legal Immigration Network (CLINIC) “[t]his change effectively
puts USCIS on equal footing with ICE in controlling who is placed into proceedings and
when.”11 USCIS has therefore assumed, in sharply enhanced degree, an immigration
enforcement function that until now has been predominantly performed by ICE and CBP.
The new NTA policy will also exert a profound chilling effect on the filing of applications and
petitions with USCIS due to fear of unjustified enforcement. From survivors of human
trafficking who might otherwise have obtained humanitarian protection from their captors, to
skilled workers who would have filled critical workforce gaps in U.S. businesses, many
noncitizens will opt not to seek immigration benefits despite their eligibility. Contrary to the will
of Congress, then, the NTA policy deters legal immigration instead of facilitating it.
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4.

USCIS issued a memorandum authorizing adjudicators to deny certain cases without
first allowing applicants the opportunity to provide additional supporting evidence.

As a result of a July 2018 USCIS memorandum that went into effect in September of that year,
adjudicators now have the discretion to deny cases that are missing initial evidence without first
requesting that applicants supply the needed information. Previous agency guidance required
adjudicators to issue a “Request for Evidence” if a filing was insufficient and/or failed to meet
the standard of proof—helping ensure a fair opportunity to complete the record—unless the
adjudicator found "no possibility" that further evidence could establish eligibility for the benefit
sought.12 The new guidance leaves applicants subject to peremptory denials even for innocent
filing mistakes or misunderstandings of evidentiary requirements—a risk particularly acute for
individuals lacking legal representation.
The potential consequences of this change are compounded by the Trump administration’s
“Notice to Appear” memorandum. As described above, under that guidance USCIS’s denial of
an applicant not lawfully present in the United States may trigger the issuance of an NTA.13 In
combination, therefore, these enforcement-oriented memorandums threaten to create a two-step
fast-track to removal proceedings: (1) a denial stemming from an inadequate adjudication; and
(2) an NTA stemming from that denial. Altogether, the volume of denied and deported applicants
who might previously have received case approvals and continued residing in the United States
could substantially rise.
5.

USCIS unveiled guidance enhancing the likelihood that foreign students and exchange
visitors could face long-term bans on re-entering the United States.

Effective September 2018, USCIS profoundly changed how it calculates foreign students and
exchange visitors’ accrual of “unlawful presence,” the duration of which can hold serious
enforcement consequences. Previously, these individuals would accrue unlawful presence only
after a formal finding by USCIS or an immigration judge that they had failed to maintain lawful
immigration status. Under the revised guidance, they begin accruing unlawful presence on the
day after the status violation itself.14 This penalty extends even to inadvertent and de minimis
violations. The change in policy eviscerates due process by eliminating notice upfront of
unlawful presence accrual. In many cases, noncitizens may not be aware that the violations
occurred until years after the fact.
The new policy undermines the student and exchange visitor visa system by prioritizing
enforcement over fundamental fairness. It could broadly inflate rates of unlawful presence, in
turn triggering years-long bars that prevent affected individuals who depart the United States
from re-entering the country.
6.

USCIS has compounded crisis-level case processing delays that oftentimes result in
applicants’ loss of legal immigration status.

An AILA report published in January 2019 highlights crisis-level delays in USCIS case
processing under the Trump administration. As measured in that report, the overall average case
processing time increased by 46% from the end of FY 2016—the last full fiscal year under the
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prior administration—to the end of FY 2018—the first full fiscal year under the current one.15
During that two-year period, USCIS has adopted a series of policies—such as a sweeping inperson interview requirement for employment-based green card applicants and certain relatives
of asylees and refugees—that compound delays by needlessly hindering adjudication
efficiency.16 This case processing crisis harms families, U.S. businesses, and vulnerable
populations throughout the country that depend on timely adjudications.
A key outcome of these slowdowns is an enhanced danger that, as a noncitizen awaits delayed
processing of an application for a new immigration benefit, the validity period of her existing
immigration benefit expires, leaving her without lawful immigration status through no fault of
her own. On an immediate level, that expiration can trigger job loss, insolvency, and a host of
other severe practical consequences.17 What is more, on account of the agency’s new NTA
policy, a subsequent denial of the application for a new benefit could prompt the noncitizen’s
placement into deportation proceedings—proceedings that might never have occurred had the
agency efficiently adjudicated the case in the first place. In this respect, runaway case processing
delays heighten the prospect of deportation for many applicants and petitioners, accelerating the
agency’s ongoing evolution into a third immigration enforcement agency.
7.

USCIS requested the transfer of over $200 million in applicant and petitioner fees out
of USCIS into ICE for, among other purposes, the hiring of over 300 ICE enforcement
officers.

At the same time that USCIS is failing to meet its statutory mission of efficient benefits
administration, it has sought to transfer over $200 million into ICE for immigration enforcement
purposes. USCIS is primarily funded through filing fees paid by applicants and petitioners. Most
of those fees get deposited into the “Immigration Examination Fees Account,” which the agency
states is “used to fund the cost of processing immigration benefit applications and associated
support benefits.”18 Yet in the 2019 budget justification that USCIS submitted to Congress, it
requested to transfer $207.6 million out of IEFA—and the agency altogether—into ICE.19
USCIS observed that the transfer would enable, among other ends, ICE’s hiring of over 300 law
enforcement officers. ICE’s budget request indicates that those officers “would support the
review of an estimated 700,000 alien files” in connection with “Operation Second Look,”20 an
initiative aimed at determining whether certain current U.S. citizens were improperly
naturalized.21
USCIS’s request occurred amid widespread, ongoing media coverage of the agency’s formation
of a “task force” charged with examining naturalization cases flagged for possible fraud and
initiating denaturalization proceedings when deemed warranted.22 The creation of this unit has
spurred concern from naturalized individuals around the country who, irrespective of the absence
of fraud in their own cases, fear that their status as U.S. citizens is no longer secure. In
addressing these developments, USCIS Director Francis Cissna stated that, “[w]hat we’re
looking at, when you boil it all down, is potentially a few thousand cases.”23 However, read
together, the USCIS and ICE budget requests indicate that USCIS has sought to use its funding
to support the inspection of hundreds of thousands of previously adjudicated naturalization
applications.
This effort to move funds intended for “processing immigration benefit applications” into ICE
for denaturalization and other enforcement activities brings USCIS’s changing focus into sharp
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relief. USCIS’s prioritization of ICE’s work over its own, particularly at a time of crisis-level
case processing delays, is directly at cross-purposes with its statutory mission.
Conclusion
The seven actions detailed above reveal an agency repurposing itself into a third DHS
enforcement arm. This ongoing metamorphosis disregards the will of Congress and impairs
immigration benefits processes that USCIS was established to administer. To realign USCIS
with its statutory mandate, AILA recommends that: (1) the agency rescind the harmful
enforcement-oriented policies adopted over the past two years such as its new NTA
memorandum and other measures described in this policy brief; and (2) Congress engage in
vigorous oversight of USCIS using its full range of powers. The legislative branch created
USCIS: now it must hold this increasingly misguided agency to account.
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